
The Oasis Bond Fund provides exposure to a selection of �xed interest instruments that have impeccable credit ratings. This would ensure that it 

is able to generate a steady stream of interest income at low level of risk. The portfolio is also diversi�ed across �xed interest instruments that have 

different maturities to provide greater consistency in the rate of return (or yield) over time. 

Investment Objective and Policy

KEY INVESTOR INFORMATION

OASIS COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEME

OASIS BOND UNIT TRUST FUND 

Investment Manager  Adam Ebrahim Min. Monthly Investment R500

Launch Date 27 June 2002 Min Lump- Sum Invesment R2000     

Risk Pro�le Low to Medium Fund Size R 310.7 million           

Benchmark South African Interest Bearing Total Expense Ratio  0.82%           

 Variable Term Portfolio Class  D 

Fund Classi�cation South African Interest Bearing  Distribution 0.7840 cents per unit  

 Variable Term Bonds 

Annualised Yield             9.24 Distribution Period Monthly

This document constitutes the minimum disclosure document and quarterly general investor’s report
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Cumulative Returns 

Annualised Returns 

Performance (% returns) in Rand, net of fees of the Oasis Bond Unit Trust Fund since inception to 30 June 2019

(Source: Oasis Research; Morningstar Direct)

Annualised return represents the compound growth rate of the fund over the respective period and calculated 

in accordance with Global Investment Performance Standards. 
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(Source: Oasis Research; Morningstar Direct)

Annual returns for every year since inception are reported in this table and the highest and lowest annual returns are disclosed.
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Distribution (cents per unit), of the Oasis Bond Unit Trust Fund over the past 12 months.

(Source: Oasis)
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Figures released over the past quarter showed encouraging growth performances in key economies like the US, the UK and China. At the same time, inflation remained relatively subdued at rates below 
major central banks’ targets. Despite these, macro and political uncertainty have increased, prompting fiscal and monetary authorities in major economies to respond. Major central banks like the US Fed, 
the Bank of England and the European Central Bank signalling more dovish stances, and markets are pricing in expectations of policy rate cuts. Other central banks like the Bank of India and the Bank 
of Australia have been cutting their benchmark rates, whilst others like the Central Bank of China have extended quantitative easing. China has also ramped up fiscal policy measures like increased 
infrastructure spending to bolster growth.  The changed policy stances have boosted liquidity, with benchmark yields declining, spreads of risk assets compressing, major equity markets hitting new highs 
and both developed and emerging market currencies gaining against the US dollar. Though global liquidity conditions have been more supportive, a number of countries and regions have been challenged 
by domestic uncertainty.

The spectre of trade wars was an ongoing feature over the last quarter. The US-China trade war that started in January 2018, was ramped up substantially when the US increased tariffs from 10% to 25% 
on $200bn of Chinese imports in May, threatening to extend the tariffs on the rest of its imports from China, and China responding by levelling a range of tariffs on $60bn of US imports. Major Chinese 
firms were also caught in the crossfire. The US administration banned US companies from exporting components to the Chinese technology giant Huawei and threatened non-US companies with 
exclusion to US markets if they fail to comply. More recently, the US detailed new restrictions on American companies doing business with five Chinese companies manufacturing supercomputers and 
related components.

China was not the only country that were threatened with tariffs. The US used the threat on its neighbour Mexico if the country failed to come up with acceptable measures to stem the tide of illegal 
immigration into the US via its borders. India was removed from the US Preferred Trade Program, opening the way for the imposition of tariffs on that country. The European Union is busy negotiating 
a trade deal with the US to avoid the latter imposing tariffs on its exports, with the European motor sector being in the US’ crosshairs.

In addition to the uncertainties that trade wars have imposed on the global economy, recently there has also been a dramatic escalation of geopolitical risk centred on the Middle East. The sharp increase 
in tensions between the US and some of its Gulf allies on the one hand, and Iran on the other, threatens the flow of oil through the strategically important Strait of Hormus chokepoint between the Persian 
Gulf and the Gulf of Oman.

South Africa held its 6th democratic Parliamentary Elections on the 8th of May, with the ruling African National Congress maintaining its outright majority. The outcome was seen as an endorsement of 
President Cyril Ramaphosa’s efforts at undoing the dismal legacy of the preceding decade. The President followed up with a Cabinet and his State of the Nation Address (SONA). Both his Cabinet and 
SONA confirmed the President’s commitment the rebuilding efforts that he initiated when he assumed the Presidency in February 2018. After a decade of maladministration, corruption and State Capture, 
the process of rebirth requires time, but we remain confident that South Africa is on a much healthier course. A major announcement in the SONA was that government will front-load funding that it had 
allocated to shore up Eskom. These efforts will continue to gain traction.

In the meantime, the economy posted a very weak performance over the first quarter, with activity buckling under the weight of load-shedding, supply disruptions in mining, a contraction in agriculture 
and the shifting of Easter into the second quarter. The absence of load shedding and recent high-frequency figures supports optimism of a better performance over the second quarter. Benign inflation 
figures and a more accommodating global monetary policy environment have also open the door to easier monetary policy over the second half of the year.

This year started with interest rates moving higher on the heels of the December rate hike from the Federal Reserve. However, that move reversed dramatically when the Fed hit the pause button on its 
rate-hiking cycle at the end of January. The Fed has now moved to an easing bias as economic weakening, trade disputes and reduced market liquidity have conspired to concern policy makers. At the 
end of the second quarter, the market implied odds was at 100% for a  rate cut of 25bps at the July 31st FOMC meeting, with the market pricing in another 25bps cut before year end.  The Fed’s dovish 
pivot has been mirrored globally: the European Central Bank (ECB) President M. Draghi stated in June that in addition to rate cuts, additional stimulus will be required and Quantitative Easing (QE) asset 
purchases were likely to resume. The global rate cutting dynamic is a new stage of the rate cycle and it extends to emerging markets as well.

In South Africa, while the Reserve bank maintained its benchmark rate at 6.75% in May, its forecasting model now includes a repo rate cut of 25bps compared to its previous forecast of a similar-size hike 
by the end of the year.  With global yields on a declining trend, the South African Generic 10 Year Bond ended the quarter at 8.68%, shedding 32bps since quarter one and 54bps since the start of the year 
where it stood at 9.22%.  While the country’s risk premium declined and the currency rallied following the successful general election and reforms mentioned in the President’s State of the Nation’s Address 
(SONA), uncertainties around Eskom still posed a risk to the economy. This led to foreigners selling-off ZAR 14.0bn of South African bonds in the second quarter while in the first quarter, although yields 
were declining, they bought a net ZAR 8.4bn of government bonds.  However, with inflation within the target range at 4.5%, real return on South African bonds remains attractive. 
 
1. https://rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_PressReleaseDisplay.aspx?prid=47225, 2. https://www.rba.gov.au/media-releases/2019/mr-19-15.html, 
3. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-economy/china-to-step-up-bank-reserve-ratio-cuts-to-help-small-firms-state-media-idUSKCN1RJ0D4,  
4. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-oecd-china-economy/chinas-policy-stimulus-may-worsen-economic-distortions-oecd-idUSKCN1RS0P7, 
5-8. Bloomberg, 2019
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Risk and Reward Pro�le

The risk and reward indicator:

• The above risk number is based on the rate at which the value of the Fund has moved up and down in the past.

• The above indicator is based on historical data and may not be a reliable indication of the risk pro�le of the Fund.

• The risk and reward category shown is not guaranteed and may shift over time

• The lowest category does not mean ‘risk free’.

The Fund may also be exposed to risks which the risk number does not adequately capture. These may include:

•  The value of stock market investments, and the income from them, will �uctuate. This will cause the Fund price to fall as well as  

 rise and you may not get back the original amount you invested.

•  Any investment in international companies means that currency exchange rate �uctuations will have an impact on the Fund.

•  The Fund invests in a variety of geographic regions and countries. It is therefore exposed to the market sentiment of that speci�c  

 geographic region or country. This level of diversification is appropriate to deliver on our objective to generate real returns at a  

 lower volatility for our clients over the long term.

Lower risk

Typically lower rewards Typically higher rewards

Higher risk
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Calculated net of fees 

since inception to 30 June 2019

(Source: Oasis Research; Morningstar Direct) 

South African Interest 
Bearing Variable Term Portfolio
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Risk Analysis

Sharpe Sortino

Ratio Ratio

Fee Type      Financial Advisor      Administrator         Investment Manager

Initial                                  No charge               No charge 

Ongoing                                       0%   1% to 3%
     Based on portfolio performance 
    relative to benchmark

Maximum 1% per annum of the investment account. 
Where the initial fee is more than 1.5% then the 
maximum ongoing fee is 0.5%.   

Maximum 3% deducted prior to each investment being 
made. Where ongoing fee is greater than 0.5% then 
initial fee is limited to 1.5%. 

* Excluding VAT. 

Total Expense Ratio

Class D of the portfolio has a Total Expense Ratio (TER) of 0.82% for the period from 1 April 2016 to 31 March 2019. 0.82% of the average Net Asset Value 
of the portfolio was incurred as charges, levies and fees related to the management of the portfolio. A higher TER does not necessarily imply a poor return, 
nor does a low TER imply a good return. The current TER cannot be regarded as an indication of future TERs. The ratio does not include transaction costs. 
Transaction cost was 0.00%. 

Fees and Charges*

Class D: performance fees are payable in the case of outperformance of the underlying portfolio, relative to its benchmark. Performance is calculated for the 
portfolio, and individual investor performance may differ as a result of initial fees, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestment and dividend 
withholding tax. The sharing ratio of the performance fee is 20% of the outperformance, and the total fees are capped at 3%. This fee is calculated and 
accrued daily, based on the daily market value of the Investment Portfolio, and paid to the Investment Manager on a monthly basis.

Total Expense Ratio   0.82% Service Fees 0.58% Performance Fees    0.12% Other Costs 0.03% VAT 0.10%
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Product Provider:

Oasis Crescent Management Company Ltd.

Oasis House, 96 Upper Roodebloem Road 

University Estate, Cape Town 7925  

South Africa, DOCEX: 99 CPT 

Tel: +27 21 413 7860  Fax: +27 21 413 7900

Oasis Share Call Helpline: 0860 100 786

Email : info@oasiscrescent.com

www.oasiscrescent.com

Custodian: 

The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited  

Standard Bank Trustee Services                                                                                                           

Corporate and Investment Banking

20th Floor, Main Tower

Standard Bank Centre

Heerengracht

Cape Town

8000

 

Complaints: 

Oasis Ombudsman

Postal Address : PO Box 1217

Cape Town

8000

Telephone: 021 413 7860

Email : ombudsman@za.oasiscrescent.com

The Financial Services Providers 

Ombudsman

Postal Address : PO Box 74571

Lynnwood Ridge

0040

Toll Free : 0860 324 766

Email : info@faisombud.co.za

Investment Company:

Oasis Asset Management Ltd.

Oasis House, 96 Upper Roodebloem Road 

University Estate, Cape Town 7925  

South Africa, DOCEX: 99 CPT 

Tel: +27 21 413 7860  Fax: +27 21 413 7900

Oasis Share Call Helpline: 0860 100 786

Email : info@oasiscrescent.com

www.oasiscrescent.com

This document is the Minimum Disclosure Document in terms of BN92 of 2014 of the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act, 2002 and also serves as 

a fund fact sheet. Collective Investment Schemes in Securities (CIS) are generally medium to long term investments. The value of participatory interests 

(units) may go down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. 

Different classes of units apply to some of the Oasis Funds, which are subject to different fees and charges. A schedule of fees and charges and maximum 

commissions is available from the management company on request. Commission and incentives may be paid and if so, would be included in the overall 

costs. CIS are traded at ruling prices and forward pricing is used. CIS can engage in borrowing and scrip lending. Fluctuations or movements in exchange 

rates may cause the value of underlying international investments to go up or down. No guarantee is provided with respect to capital or return. 

Portfolios are valued at 15h00 daily. All necessary documentation must be received before 10h00. CIS are calculated on a net asset value basis which is the 

total value of all assets in the portfolio including any income accruals and less any permissible deductions from the portfolio which may include brokerage, 

commissions, STT, auditor’s fees, bank charges, trustee and custodian fees. CIS prices are available daily on www.oasiscrescent.com. Class D: performance 

fees are payable in the case of outperformance of the underlying portfolio, relative to its benchmark. Performance is calculated for the portfolio, and 

individual investor performance may differ as a result of initial fees, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax. The 

sharing ratio of the performance fee is 20% of the outperformance, and the total fees are capped at 3%. This fee is calculated and accrued daily, based on the 

daily market value of the Investment Portfolio, and paid to the Investment Manager on a monthly basis. For a full disclosure on performance fees FAQs visit 

www.oasiscrescent.com. 

The manager may borrow up to 10% of the market value of the portfolio to bridge insuf�cient liquidity. Oasis is a member of the Association for Savings and 

Investment SA. The above portfolio performance is calculated on a NAV to NAV basis and does not take initial fees into account. Income is reinvested on the 

ex dividend date. Actual investment performance will differ based on the initial fees applicable, the actual investment date and the date of reinvestment of 

income. Figures quoted are from Micropal and I Net Bridge for the period ending 30 June 2019 for a lump sum investment using NAV-NAV prices with 

income distributions reinvested. 

All information and opinions provided are of a general nature and the document contains no express or implied recommendation, warranty, guidance, advice 

or proposal that the product is appropriate to the investment objectives, �nancial situation or needs of any individual or entity. 

Oasis Crescent Management Company Ltd. is registered and approved in terms of the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act, 2002.  Investment 

performance is for illustrative purposes only and is calculated by taking the actual initial fees and all ongoing fees into account for the amount shown and 

the income is reinvested on the reinvestment date.  The manager has a right to close the portfolio to new investors in order to manage it more ef�ciently in 

accordance with its mandate. This Minimum Disclosure Document is published quarterly. Additional investment information  (including brochures, 

application forms, annual and half-yearly reports) can be obtained free of charge from Oasis. Oasis Crescent Capital (Pty) Ltd. is the investment management 

company of the manager and is authorized under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act. 2002 (Act No.37 of 2002).  Data are sourced from 

Oasis Research; Morningstar Direct (30 June 2019). Kindly note that this is not the full Terms and Conditions. To view the latest Terms and Conditions please 

visit www.oasiscrescent.com.

GIPS compliant & veri�ed

Disclaimer

PROTECTING AND GROWING YOUR WEALTH
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